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Sindhorn Midtown Hotel Bangkok Opens

Stylish New Hospitality Brand Makes its Debut in Thailand with Opening Specials

Bangkok, Thailand ( 2020) – Sindhorn Midtown, the flagship property of a stylish new Thai-inspired
hospitality brand, opens today in the heart of Bangkok’s Langsuan neighborhood. Inspired by local
artistry and designed for a sophisticated lifestyle, Sindhorn Midtown introduces a contemporary
Thai hospitality experience for today’s business and leisure travelers alike.
“We’re thrilled to open our doors and introduce guests to our new brand of hospitality,” said Jee
Hoong Tan, Sindhorn Midtown’s General Manager. “Sindhorn Midtown is a chic urban escape that
welcomes guests with authentic warm Thai hospitality. With intuitive service, thoughtful amenities
and sleek design, Sindhorn Midtown is setting a new standard in the market sure to appeal to savvy
travelers.”
Uncomplicated and harmonious, Sindhorn Midtown delivers modern living with the allure of
relaxation, comfort and sustainability. Nestled within a pocket of greenery in the midst of the quiet
Langsuan neighborhood area, the hotel offers a collection of 344 hotel rooms and suites and 49
serviced residence units within two sleek, modern towers offering urban views.
Sindhorn Midtown blends art-infused contemporary interiors with a calm vibe. Food and beverage
offerings include Tr.EAT, an in-house eatery with the flavor and flair of the local neighborhood; and
Rhumba, a lively gathering spot offering the city’s large selection of rum, mixed into classic and
creative cocktails. On the 18th level, the Horizon Pool offers skyline views, cocktails and small bites;
while the Fitness Center on the 19th level allows guests to stay fit 24/7 with the latest equipment
from Life Fitness.

Whether visiting for work or play, Sindhorn Midtown is in the center of it all. From culture to art,
business to play, wellness to shopping, guests are easily connected. The BTS Sky Train Chit Lom and
Ratchadamri stations, the Erawan Shrine or Pratunam Market are a quick five-minute walk from the
hotel. Or, walk on the nearby Rajprasong to major shopping centers Central World, Siam Paragon
and Siam Center.
Sindhorn Midtown is delighted to introduce the hotel to travelers with several grand opening
specials:
- Room upgrade – Complimentary room upgrade to the next room type when booking the Urban
Premier, Highline Premier or One-Bedroom Suite during stay. Available for booking from now
until 31 May 2020 when staying between 1 March to 31 May 2020.
- Dining Credit – THB500 dining credit valid at any of the hotel’s dining outlets when booking
stays of two consecutive nights at any suite. Available for booking from now until 31 May 2020
when staying between 1 March to 31 May 2020.
- Free Night on Us – Earn an extra overnight stay in the Urban Premier when booking the Sky
Deluxe or luxury room types for two consecutive nights or more. Complimentary night voucher
is valid until 31 October 2020. Reservations must be made 7 days in advance before arrival date.
- Airport Transfer – Free one-way airport drop-off when staying in a two-bedroom suite for two
consecutive nights or more (maximum of four passengers per car per room). Available for
booking from now until 31 May 2020 when staying between 1 March to 31 May 2020.
For more information or to make a reservation, please contact Sindhorn Midtown Hotel Bangkok at
+66 2 796 8888 or visit sindhornmidtown.com.
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